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THE BEST
KEPT SECRET 

CAMPOST ™

 

No Extra Camera Towers— Asset Space—Carbon Reductions

Project Cost Savings.—Fully Integrated System.

 



Service life

CAMPOST TECHNICAL
DATA

 

The Cam-Post™ is designed and manufactured to be fit for purpose

and provide a minimum service life guarantee of 12 years, the

design has been put together to provide the lowest maintenance

cost and significantly reduce the Carbon footprint.

 

 

CAMERA MOUNTING POST.

 

The combined structure of the Cam-Post™ allows for an offset

extension that positions the CCTV equipment 1m above the height of

the physical fence and topping, the highest equipment being the

lighting system. (Typical lighting support would be 3m at 5Lux 300mm

in the Horizontal plane on the defender’s side of the fence).

Lighting support will also be afforded on the external side of the

fence, the exact specification and performance standards for this

would be calculated when the desired fence fabric and topping is

selected by the specifier.

 

FENCING POST
 

 

This post has been calculated and designed to accept variable

height fencing systems ranging from 1.8m-3.0m from finished floor

level.

 

The construction is 300mm x 300mm RHS Steel section.

Note: The Cam-Post™ can be manufactured to accept security

toppings (On request) these include CBT (Concertina Barbed Tapes)

Anti Scale devices and Electric Security Fence toppings.

Campost is adaptable to all types of Security Fencing , Weldmesh ,

Palisade , Ex-Mesh , Armaweave Systems. 

 



 

The standard Cam-Post™ finish is galvanised internally and

externally to BS EN 1461.

 

Cam-Post™ can also be supplied polyester powder coating

(Akzo Nobel Interpon Coating System) to RAL colour codes.

 

For installation within 500m of saline areas (coastal or estuary)

Marine coatings to RAL  colour codes.

 

 

CAMPOST TECHNICAL
DATA

OVERALL POST
CONSTRUCTION

The construction of the post includes the following features.

Cable glanding points / Base Inspection Point.

Cable Duct entries at 90 degrees, below ground entry.

Cable strain relief bars and inspection points.

Structural Calculated for safety factor and still camera  

 

 

FINISHES & COLOURS



ELECTRIC PULSE
SECURITY FENCING

For further information contact us: 

Crime and Fire Defence Systems Ltd

Unit 1 Crigglestone Industrial Estate 

Crigglestone , Wakefield. 

WF4 3HT 

www.crimeandfire.com 

steve.bailes@crimeandfire.com 

Tel: 01924 250578

 

The Cam-Post™ can be fitted with various component electronic

and electrical parts from third party manufacturers, these are listed

below. It must be noted that the system would be installed to reach

certain performance requirements usually listed in the client’s

performance specification, OR, SSOR (Operational Requirements,

Site Specific Operational Requirements).

 

CCTV Equipment / Cameras, thermal Imagers.

Audio equipment.

Lighting arrangements.

Laser Rangefinder (LIDAR Systems)

RADAR

 

Note: Other equipment that should be considered would be

Earthing systems, Lightning suppression systems.

 

 

 

 

 

Where electric pulse security fencing is installed with Cam-Post™,

the system type and height should be identified so that the

necessary modifications can be made to the system to ensure

compliance and performance with the specification.

 

 

TECHNICAL INSTALLATION


